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WSU seeks input to improve Dining Service
Dining service has recently sent
out a survey to get the WSU community' input on areas where they can
improve.
Art Neff. director of business service and contract administrator for dining ervices, said the survey was based
upon the need to understand current
eating habits and patterns, dining
options and overall opinions with
respect to dining services. ''We have
received approximately 625 survey
responses," said Neff. "So far this initiative has met our expectations, but we
are not fini. bed yet."
The survey began in January and
ended Feb. 2. The time span was recommended by Porter Con ulting, the
finn hired to help evaluate dining services. It wa sent to everyone on the unirer ity's faculty, 'taft~ announce and
student I ist. erv .
urvey participant have the chance
to win prize. for their participation
including a 19-inch color TV and gift
certificates for the campus bookstore.
'We are considering changes in
the univer. ity dining ervices program
to be effccth c in the next academic
chool year that starts in September
2005," said Neff. ''All changes will be

publicized and coordinated with student , primarily ·through the university's
student government leaders and the university's dining services advisory committee prior to implementation."
Ron Ralston marketing manager
for Sodexho America LLC, the university' food contractor said he is looking
forward to seeing the results. He said
the results of this survey will help
determine what fits into the overall
financial obligations of dining services.
"I just think it's very expensive,''
said senior Shannelle Freeman. "I hope
they address that.''
While changes to the menu are not
expected, changes in hours of operation
may be on the horizon. This will of
course depend on recommendation
from Porter, which are expected to be
presented to dining services and the
advisory committee sometime this
week.
In addition to the survey, Porter
on ~utting' review process included
campu i it to me t with key dining
services personnel, to learn about their
dcci ion-making process, to conduct
focus group interview.s and customer
interview at campus dining facilities.
Neff said Poiter Consulting was selected primarily becau. e of their 30 years
consulting and market research experience at the college and university lever.

Gladys Tooson sen1es salad at the Unio11 1Warket Tuesday.

Neff went on to say that Porter has no
affiliation with any of the larger contractors of higher education dining

services uch as Aramark Sodexho or
Compas Group.

Cutbacks to OhioLINK affects researching at WSU
Chrissy SlrR
striks.2@wrightu

The Ohio Library and Information
Network (OhioLINK) will soon be facing financial cutbacks that could affect
students at Wright State and all over the
state of Ohio.
As the nation's I ading academic
library research databa. e, this program
currently helps to aid in the research
process for over 600,000 students, faculty, staff and researchers.
Funding for OhioLINK is a major
concern for many OhioLINK users. "I
am definitely concerned about the
reduction in funding and hope legisla-
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venders of scholarly journals. It gives unirently available to students.
tors recognize the importance of Ohiversities the upper hand by increasing their
"OhioLINK makes it possible to
oLINK to higher education,'' said
economic bargaining power, which in tum
find very detailed, comprehensive .
Stephen Fester, university librarian.
allows them to purchase materials that an
research in a matter of seconds,." said
Currently, OhioLINK has cut subindividual university may not be able to
Heather Gray, an organizational leaderscriptions to 490 electronic journals,
ship major. "Without it, doing the same afford The majority of OhioLINK money is
and will also be initiating a memberspent purchasing electronic jmnnals. databasamount of research could take weeks,
ship fee for the first time in its history.
es, e-books, and digital media, to aid in the
or even months."
Though these 490 journals are of the
research of over 17 public nniversities, 23
Hillary Frank, a vocal education
lowe. t use, and the affects to students
community/technical colleges, and 44 private
performance major, said she agrees
may not be seen immediately, we can
colleges.
with Gray. ''OhioLJNK is a quick way
anticipate more shortages to come.
If concerned with the funding
OhioLINK's financial resources peaked to :;tccess direct information rather than
issue,
users can visit
search
through
many
misleading
hits."
at $11.4 million in the year of 2001.
www.ohiolink.edu/supportohiolink to
According to OhioLINK, they are
Total OhioLINK funding for the current
share their opinion on the financial setcentrally funded by the state government
year was under $11 million. Cancellabacks. Information to help users get in
and have many advantages for researchers
tion of more than 800 titles is expected
touch with state legislators and further
and students alike. This program enables
for the year 2006. This means an
action ideas are also posted.
libraries to collectively negotiate with the
obvious change in research that is cur. t h
e g u · a r d i a ·n o n I i
n e . c o m
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Crim.e
tes
Jan. 27: Item, including a cell
phone zip di k and ki coat
were stolen from n unlocked
locker in the men's lo ker room
in the tudcnt Union.
Jan. 31: A person report d their
car was hit while parked in
front of th
tudent Union.
Feb. 1: Police responded to two
people tuck in an elevator in
Dunbar Library between the
first and second floors.
Feb. 4: A tudent wa reported
disrupting clas in 058 Rike
Hall.

(/-1') Sarah F arg/ter deals as Sandy and Callie True play craps at .ltonte Carlo Night liS Fridil}~ 'flie eve11t was parl ofParent's Weekelid adMties.
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Letters to the Editor

The Guardian is printed \Wekly during the regular
school year. It is published by students of Wright State

The Guardian encourages letters to the editor and
commentary pieces from students, faculty. administra-

University in Dayton, Ohio. Editorials 'Without bylines

tors and staff.

reflect the majority opinion of the editorial board. Views

•Letters should be typed. have the writer 's pnnted full

expressed in columns, cartoons and advertisements

name. address. daytime phone. maJor and class standing

are those of the writers, artists and advertisers .

(if applicable)

The Guardian reserves the right to censor or reject
advertising copy in accordance with any present or

•Deadline for subm1ss1ons 1s 5 pm on the Fnday prece ding the next issue

future advertising acceptance rules established by The

•Letters should be kept to 500 words or less

Guardian. All contents contained herein are the
express property of The G uardian. Copyright privileges ,
revert to the vvriters, artist and photographers of

•All letters are sub1ect to ed1tl.llg for space and content

specific 1M>rks after publication. Copyright 2003 The

headline

G uardian, Wright State University. All rights reserved .
First issue free. Add itional copies may be requested

•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will not be used

•Letters wluch duplicate others may be orrutted
•When responding to another letter, refer to the date and

E-mail: guardianoped@yahoo.com

for $.50 each.
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Alumni able to keep WSU e-mail addresses
II Students able to
renew their e-mail
account every five
years.
Erin Thompson
thon11J501L101@wrWUckl

A of fall quarter 2004, WSU tudent are able to c ntinue u ing their
Wright tate e-mail addre e after
graduation. WS graduate have the
opti n of keeping their account for as
long a. th y want. Th e-mail account
ar intended to help the alumni tay in
touch with the univcr ity and keep upto-datc with p cial event and activitie going on around campu .
'We've wanted to do this for quite
awhile," said Jeff Bowman, CaTS system support analyst. Now, there is

more memory available, so the
resources are all there to make it easier
for this to happen for the students. "It's
to provide a nice service .to the stu..:
dents," he said.
Students are able to acce s their email account, which is the address and
the torage, through a personal Internet
provider. It also still allows access to
WINGS and features throughout the
WSU Web site. WSU graduate are
unable to u e the computer labs on
campus though, becau e of additional
unavailabl r ource . "'W need to
keep those re urce for current tudent ',''said Bowman ... urrcnt student
arc the on s who need campus acce '
the m t."
Bowman aid that so far at lea t 12
to 15 tudent have taken advantage of
ke ping their accounts. "Mo t of them
are recent graduating students," Bowman said. He said that all they have to
do to continue their WSU e-mail access

is call the CaTS help desk to sign up.

"I think it is a good idea to
allow us to keep the
account.· I would like to
keep it after I graduate for
at least a few months."
-Brad Border
"Very oon it will be aut matic
th ugh, ' he aid. Bowman aid that
oon th re will be an onlinc link available for ca icr continuation of e-mail.
"I think it i a g d idea t all w
u' t k cp the a c unt," ·ngli ·h education major Brad Border aid. "I would
like to keep it after I graduate for at
lea t a few month ." Border aid that
he would mainly use the e-mail account
to keep in touch with people who are

College Democrats discuss
post-election options
l Alon Croker.
~

The College Democrats may
have seen their party loo e the election, but they till have a po itive outlook for the future.
"All of u put in a lot of time
during the months before th election,
and we had a lot of fun. It will most
de fin it ly be one of my mo 't memorable Wright tat experience ," 'aid
Jame Mo her member of the ollegc Democrat'. "We arc obviou ly
committed to maintaining a pre cnce
on campu . Though we are sti 11 discussing our options, it seem likely
we will look to the community for
potential public service opportunities.
Continuing to help tho 'C in need and
generally erving an important public
rol ·eem like the mo t beneficial
thing w could do between lection . .''
Herc on campu the college
political wing of the political parties
were extremely active in efforts to
raise awareness among the students
about the elections and the issues.
For Mo her this was an extremely
important aspect of what the organizations try to do, but he noted that it is
extremely difficult to breach political
topics on our campus because for
many politic are extremely personal.
"Stimulating political discourse
on campu was something I especially
valued. To me, talking about politics
almost can almost eem taboo. How
many times have you heard someone
say, 'Don't talk politics.' They
believe it will inevitably lead to arguments. That's only true when someone is unable to be patient and tolerant," said Mosher. "Hopefully the
College Democrats and the College

w

w

still attending WSU. "I am the president of a club and I wouldn't want to
just drop the e-mail in case some people needed to talk to me," he said.
Along with Border , criminal justice major Kim Chestnut said she thinks
student should be able to keep their
account. She said that she uses her
WSU e-mail for vital information and
ways of contact, and would like to be
able to continue u ing it after graduation. "I would definitely u e it after
graduation to keep in contact with peopl till here, and to keep up to date
with WSU event ," hestnut aid.
W U graduate are able to keep
their ace unt for five-year peri d ·.
Bowman aid that every five year' a
me age i ent out telling th tud nt
of the tim limit, in which they are
obliged to decide to continue the e-mail
or cancel it. He aid that if they decide
to keep it, the account will be renewed
for another five years, and so on.

CA l:

Republicans were able to show we
can both tand right next to each
other promote ideas that may be
incompatible with each other, and still
remain civil before shaking hands and
going home."

~
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"All of us put in a lot of
time during the months
be/ore the election, and we
had a lot offun. "
-James Mosher
For Mosher he said it is impossiome of the major
ble not to addre
difference in the political philo ophie of the two camp , he addres ed
'Orne of the major is ue the liberal
per pective has about the pr sident's
propo ed international agenda as he
outlined it in his inaugural addre .
"Pre ident Bush's inaugural
addre s was about spreading liberty
and freedom around the world. I wish
he would have outlined how our very
close allies and bastions of freedom
like Saudi Arabia, Pakistan and Egypt
fit in to the picture " Mosher said.
"It's difficult to figure out exactly
what he was trying to say. We all
understand and value freedom and
democracy, but was the president
implying we need to actively force
other countries to change or merely
sugge ting they institute their own
reforms? Another que tion that arises
out of this, is it acceptable for a
democracy to elect and anti-American
government? His addressed seemed
to be based on a very black or white
view of the world, which can be dangerous," he said.
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Faculty questions steps toward democracy ·in Iraq
J. Alon Croker.
~

With the Iraq election ; questions
arise from the WSU community a to
whether or not Iraq will se a truly
representative, democratic government.
"Election alone do not make a
d mocrncy," said Donna Schlagheck
professor and chair of political science.
"Leaders and communitie build solid. rily. and that's been long absent in
Iraq."

for the national assembly to claim
ome legitimacy. Unfortunately, a
sizeable minority (20 percent Sunni
Arabs) did not participate," he aid.
"Thi inevitably lays the ba is for the
claim of a lack of legitimacy, and a
lack of true repre entativcne . ; the
assembly will not mirror the population. This doc not mean it cannot
work in a fair manner, but it add
another burden to an already difficult
set of circum tances in which the
a ·sembly ha to function."
iam Anderson, professor of .
political cienc and an c p rt on Ir q,
c ho d chlagh ck con ems ·1b ut
unni in olv mcnt. "l he major unni
organiz tion the · o --iation of Mu lim chol r and th Iraqi I lamic
Party boycotted th ekction and the
AMS ha already said it doe n't consider the election legitimate, or the
government it produces."
A returns come in, the expected
winner is the list of candidates upported by Shiite clerics. This has
raised concern within the international
community that the government will
be overly religiou . "The Shia list
endorsed by Sistani will win comfortably. and ba ically this is a list of religious parties, but, I don't think we will
get anything like the Iranian government," said Anderson. "Clerics will not
hold positions of power but will seek

Fatima Ibrahim ofdze Bll17.ll1ii tribe casts her baJJ,ot at a JHJlling station for dze Iraqi elections in
downtown Irbil, Iraq, Sunday, Jan. 30. 2005. She and her mod1er-i11-law
"An/al Women" u,idoM.rs mu/ daughters of8,000 Barza1u men reportedly killed by Saddam Hussein during dre
1980's. Kurds i11 scores attended the electi.tm i11 dze hope ofgaining a significant voice in the i11terim

are

Iraqi Parliament.

boyfriend leave me .... What will happen
to my body .... How can I finish school.. ... What
will my family say .... Am I ready to be a mom....

Will

my

What if9'm

to exert influence from the out ide. It
will not be a fundamentalist government, but it will be influenced by cleric .11
However, according to the As ociated Pre s, many leading cleric are
calling for the new constitution to be

"Elections alone do not
make a democracy. "
-Donna Schlagheck

ft'ejntmf?

If you think you might be facing
an unplanned pregnancy, local,
confidential help is available.

800--395--HELP
Discover Your Options
w

w

+

w.

Free Pregnancy Tests
the

heavily guided by Islamic law. This is
certainly something the Bush administration was hoping to avoid.
Schlagheck said that this raises a
red flag, and is certainly not what the
administration expected in March 2003.
"Islamist governments can work with
the U.S. quite well (Pakistan, Indonesia) or badly (Iran) depending on factors that have very little to do with how
they govern domestically. It's been in
the arena of foreign policy in which the
U.S. has had conflicts with Islamic
republics," she said.
The withdrawal of U.S. troops
remains a major concern domestically,
and the majority of people seem to
want a withdrawal only when Iraq is
truly capable of handling its own security. "Hopefully, the withdrawal of
U.S. troops is contingent only on the

guardian

on
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e.

ability of the Iraqi people, through the
newly elected government, to ensure
their own collective security,'' ·aid
James Mo her, a political science
major. "Delaying a withdrawal bccau e
the admini tration doc. n't view the
democratically elected National A ·embly as cooperative, or almost any other
conceivable reason, seems like an
extremely poor decision."
The occurrence of election has
been long anticipated and marks a victory for the people of Iraq and the Bush
administration. Schlagheck said that,
"the Bush administration needed a
'win' and the elections offered that.
The elections also were a 'win' for the
Iraqis as they could speak for themselves, finally. It that regard, the elections mark a real turning point, and
both sides hope that troops will be
withdrawn if the process can reach
fruition."
However, Anderson was careful to
point out that appearances can often be
deceiving in international politics.
"[The elections are] definitely a victory
for (most of) the Iraqi people, he said.
"I think the elections will be sold as a
victory for Bush policy in Iraq, but the
truth is, the U.S. did everything in its
power to avoid holding these elections,
they were·basically forced t~ hold them
by Sistani, but I don't expect many people to know this, so Bush can probably
get away with claiming a victory."
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Reluctant rule change allows judges to promote party affiliation
II Ohio Supreme
Court judges able to
voice their political
preferences
By Andrew Welsb-lluails

Ill Slalehouse Conespmldent
OLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Voters
will hear a little mor about judge '
political leaning in future campaign ,
thank to a change m c urt rule by a
urt.
reluctant Ohio upr m
he change add furthcr .. rutiny
l cti n of judges, a pro e · that
incr a. ingly worri adv ate. wh
want tom, ke uch campaign 1 .
political.
Last fall for example, a record 15
state aw outside group runnmg TV
ads for and again t tate judicial candidates.
"When voters make choices in
judicial election ba ed on political
party identification, they can often
time end up with a ca e of buyer's
remorse," said Jesse Rutledge,
spokesman for Washington-based Justice at Stake, an advocacy group
formed in 2002 to monitor court races.
The state Supreme Court last
month said candidate can now identify

their political party in advertising
through an entire election season.
A former court rule ~itnited any
adverti ing of the party affiliation to
primaries.
"I disagree generally with doing
anything that makes the campaign more
political," Chief Justice Thomas Moyer
aid in an interview. "But I'm a realist
thi appear not to be the general view."
Ohioan el ct judge to municipal
county, appeals and Supreme Court eats,
wher th offic holde ove
involving the most min r thefts to the
w rst murders.
Judge. al handl thousands of lawuit~ each year on i 'SUC fr m busine ·s
fraud t w rkplacc injuries t , ch ol
funding.
Moyer has long tried to keep campaigns as neutral a p ible, arguing
unsucce fully for letting judge be elected rather than elected
Opponents of more openness in judi. cial campaigns say judge who take positions on the campaign trail will find it
hard to i ue impartial deci ions once
elected.
Moyer doesn't like the idea of letting judges reveal party affiliation
throughout a race, but a federal judge's
ruling last fall gave him no choice.
In that decision, U.S. District
Court Judge Ann Aldrich said prohibiting candidates from adverti ing their

party affiliation was unconstitutional.
The ruling went in favor of Judge
William O'Neill and his contention that
state court rules limiting candidates'

"I disagree generally with
doing anything that makes
the campaign more political"
-Chief Ju tice Tomas Moyer
campaign behavior vi late the U . .

o tituti n.
Th i t Amendment "d not pennit
th tatc dictate what infi nnati n v
may be 'trusted' with." Aldrich ""d. 'Neil~
rat, was d catcd by Republican
a
Justic Terrence O' nncll m th ov mber
electi n.
The change in the state Suprem Court
rules is also consistent with a landmark U.S.
Supreme Court case in June 2002, said Ohio
State University law professor David Goldberger.
In that decision, th court ruled that
judicial candidates may talk more freely
about controversial issu like aborti n and
school prayer while campaigning.
People don't know who judicial
candidates really are, and party affiliation would help give voters more information about the judges running for
office, Goldberger said.

Goldberger doesn't buy the argument that the information will taint the
proces for electing judges by making
campaigns more political.
Before the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in 2002, judicial elections followed the premise that "ignorance of
the voter was the best thing " Goldberger said. "And that's the opposite of how
political democracy works. It eems to
me the need for an informed electorate
trump almo t every other concern."
The immediate impact of the
c urt' rule change i hard to mea ure,
aid Marianna Brown Bettman, a niver ·ity of incinnati law pr fi or.
Political parti have long promotd th ir candidates in c mpaign lit raturc, and third-party group arc d ing
o even mor he aid.
"For all practical purpo e , I think
people already know," Bettman aid.
But Ohio till has a nonparti an
judicial ballot, meaning people will see
names but no party affiliations in voting booth , notes Jonathan Entin a
Ca e Western Reserve University law
profe or.
"The reason the Ohio Supreme
Court is reluctant to suspend this rule is
they see this, probably correctly, as a
way some judicial candidates will circumvent the ground rules for elections,
which is that general election ballot
doesn't identify the party," Entin aid.

Positions available for:
• Marketing Manager
• Opinions Editor
• Advertising Representative
• News Writer

your stuff to Plato's Closet• and
it might as well be lihed with cash!
We buy and sell gently used brand name
teen clothing and accessories.
Sell

PLAT•'S
CLOSET

~~~~~~~~~~~·

Beavercreek- 2476 Commons Blvd (Next to Golden Corral) 427-5224
Centervllle- 101 E. Alex Bell Rd. (In Cross Pointe Cener) 312-9321
Huber Heights- 8290 Old-Troy Pike (Across from Kohrs) 235-6347
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EDITORIAL
Super Bowl events
dullest ever
It seems that our culture

enjoy going from one
extreme to anoth r.
During la t y ar
uper
Bowl halftim ·how we
er
p ed literally,
to Janet Jack n ch st,
and thi year s "'entertaimnent ' would have
made a better bedtime
story.
Ex-Beatle Paul
McCartney chose to
perform "Hey Jude", a
nice ballad, but hardly
upbeat enough to energize an audience of
football fans. Viewers
might just have well
taken a nap at halftime.
Even the commercials, which, like it or
not are a big attraction
for Super Bowl viewers,
were terrible. Sponsor
paid million of dollars
per 30-second spot to
bore us to death.
The problem is that
television producers and
sponsors are so uptight
about offending ·anyone
that the material has
been toned down to
mortuary proportions.
Certainly there is some
middle ground between
appalling audiences and
· driving them to distraction. Entertainment
doesn't have to be
pornographic, but it at
least could be interesting.

For more information, contact
Valerie Lough
Editor-in-Chief
W816 B Student Union
775-5534
vloµgb@siscom.net

Submit your
Letter to the Editor
to
Valerie Lough
vlough@siscom.net
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Mitchell "had" nothing for Harrison and the Patriots
Trent Mo11lgane1y
MOlllgrJl11e1):.27~

In today's sports
world trash talking is
common place.
Whether it b making
a comment that i quoted in the paper.
guarant · eing a victory or mailing your
adv r ary some go dole' p pto, it's all
part of the game.
f course, 'ome players make a
habit of it and a few of th m . urpri ingly manage to back it up on a regular
ba i . De pit fueling th thcr team
fire, they continually do exactly what
they ay they are going to.

That's the trick, though· you have
to back it up. You can't be shooting
your mouth off and then pretend you
didn't say it or not expect something to
happen. Once you talk trash you've got
to be ready to back it up. I gues no one
told Freddie Mitchell that.
Mitchell, a fourth y ar player in
and a former fir t r und draft
the N
pick, moved into a starting role for the
Philadelphia agle only after super
, tar T rr II Ow n went d wn with an
injury. Mitchell, who has never r ally
play d to level that · me p pie
thought he would. tatcd on live T. V.
that he could not namt: any of the
oppo ing members of the New England
Patriots secondary and that he "had

Sunday's Super Bowl. Other than that
Mitchell did nothing, he had no other
catche and was not heard from for
practically the entire game. The only
other tat that Mitchell recorded wa a
tackle he made after one of Donovan
McNabb 's interception .
Harri on on the other hand wa the
econd leading tackler for the Patriot
and recorded two interception , on of
which scaled th deal for the Patriots.
it wa' actually Harrison who "had"
something f; r Mitch 11.
On the bright ide mayb I· rcddic
finally learned the names f tho e Patriot econdary and hopefully he al o
learned the golden rule of trash talking;
don't say something you can,t back up.

omething" for standout trong safety
Rodney Harrison come Super Bowl
Sunday. These comments infuriated not
only Harrison and the secondary, but
also the team a a whole.
So why infuriate the defending
Super Bowl champ ? Maybe he thought
h wa better than them? He ha
ama cd an amazing fiv touchdowns
in fl ur year' and Rodn y Harri on ha
only been selected to the Pro B wl
twice.
The funny part is that I watched
the gam and I am till n t urc what
Mitchell "had" for Harri · n. I wonder
if h wa talking about hi amazing 11yard reception in the waning moment
of the Eagles' losing effort in this past

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
College of Business not meeting
basic needs
Call it senioritis, call me a complainer, call it what ever you want, but
the RSCOB needs to start providing
better service to the students. I'm
talking about the very basics.
For four years now I have looked
upon the walls in the Rike lobby to
see what time it is. And for four years
one of the clocks ha NEVER worked,
and as of fall quarter the other clock
completely disappeared after I placed
a "Please Fix me ign on it." This
may not seem like a big deal, but how
hard is it to fix or replace a broken
clock.
While on the topic of the Rike Hall
lobby, whose decision has it been to
close the lobby for hours at a time at
least once a week? Students often use
the lobby as a place to meet to work
on the various group projects that we
are assigned. If your group plans to
meet for 30 minutes, and you have to
spend 15 minutes finding another
place to work precious time is wasted.
One can't complain about a problem
without a proposed solution, so I suggest that the administration that uses
the lobby, leave their offices open so

that we, the students, can use your
office while you are using ours. And
if we don't put the furniture back the
way we found it, please forgive us.
The furniture is another great
source of discontent. It's old, nasty,
dirty and falling apart. Before anyone
blames the students please refer to the
previous paragraph, and remember
who often serves food and drinks at
their lobby closing shindigs. Is the
giant plant in the middle of the lobby
really nece sary? Could it not be
replaced with a plant of suitable size
which would allow for more eating?
Lastly, I would like to say that the
seating in the basement of Rike Hall
sucks. Something must be done. The
desktop space is not adequate. Professors, you see us struggle, you hear our
books, notebooks, pens, and calculator hit the floor throughout the clas ,
and yet you do nothing. Isn't true that
better conditions lead to greater productivity?
In order for the RSCOB to be the
best business school around, they
must first start meeting the basic
needs of the students they are serving.
Charles Kulhanek

Price for Parking May Increase
This increase in price of parking
passes and tickets on campus just is
like rubbing salt in a sore wound. The
present conditions with a parking pass
are all about driving around the parking lots looking for a place to put your
car, and trying to get to class on time.
I have witnessed people getting out of
their car and letting the person that
almost placed their car in a spot that
was just vacated to let them know
they were waiting on that spot, and to
move their vehicle. I am surprised I
have not seen a crash or two with people trying to race to follow someone
to their parking place or to get a parking place. It is dangerous in the parking lots. However, there is plenty of
staff parking as I see many open parking places for staff.
In fall of 2004, I a ked what they
were going to do about the parking?
The reply I received was wait a couple of weeks and most people will
quit going to class. This comment
gives me the impression that WSU
does not care if students succeed, they
just want the tuition. To go along
with that note WSU would like us
parking in Lot 20 or Meijers lot and

taking a shuttle. Let me tell you what
that means to the commuter student,
for example I live 30 minutes away,
and that is without any traffic tie ups.
The school then wants me to get to a
lot, and park, and then jump a shuttle,
and get off the shuttle and walk to
class. I have then just burned another
at least 30 minutes (these calculations
are from past experience). Suppose
there is a traffic tie up on 675 like
there was on Monday, and I get to
school late and I have to park in Lot
20. I will have mi ed the shuttle that
will get me to cla s on time, therefore
I will be late for class. Oh, and that
means a lower grade. The parking
dilemma leaves the student losing precious study time. Parking in Lot 4, if
you have to be on campus M - F, the
student loses 10 hours of study time.
I know I can not succeed at WSU if I
lose I 0 hours of study time.
I think before the university can
raise prices on parking they need to
provide adequate parking for the students that are enrolled.
Becky Fleck
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Surprise your valentine with unique gifts
Novelty gifts
bring interesting
results for
Valentine's Day

11

Partier Bowman

With Valentine' Day j u t around
the comer many will b reaching for
that tru ty bouquet of flower or bo · of
chocolate. Some will be more daring
and give their weetie omething more
daring and original. Will you be the
receiver of omething new and exciting? Would you like to get your ery
own llama for Valentine· Day? Check
out these very different option to get
for that pecial omeone thi holiday.
Animal are a omewhat unique
gift to give. From puppie and kittie to
ham ter and ... llama , a are available
for around $150 on ilo ·ellama .com
animal as gift are a ure fire way to
surpri e. However, buyer hould
beware the po ibility of annoying
omeone by pa ing off unwanted
re pon ibility to your valentine. On top
of that, the buying of a cat or d g i a
trong commitment to infer b tween
you and th recipient. D g can live fl r
t n years, according to the Paw Here
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llamas can make a furry present, but bettwe
they . meO. Viey are 150 online.

pet tore located in the Fairfield Commons mall. Will your relation hip la t
that long?
"A couple of years ago, my
boyfriend of the moment got me a gerbil. I hate tho e thing !" aid tudent
Alexis Drubert .
tudent Rachel Horowitz aid, 'I
broke up with my boyfriend thi January and to win me back I gue he
bought me an early Valentine' Day
gift, a cute 14 week old Wiemeraner
puppy. Problem i I live in the dorm
and my clo. e t rclati e i allergic to
p t " Hor witz added.

Gift , can, though, get much more
bizarre than a furry critter a Kyle
Blaylock c. plained. "(I got) a mechaniz d ' fla her' ... a in th er epy Id
man kind. He ung. Well it wa ·hapcd
like an old bald guy kinda of a novelty
thin 1 , scary... nov It thing,' aid Blay1 ck. ''1lc tla he · and play some ·tupid
song; he ha· a red ruincoat, dark gl. ssc : : tcreotypical park n ~ sh ·r. I till
ha 1 it at home ·o ncwhcr ."
ov lty gi fts can h a fun idea
after all p nccr Gift ha ba d their
entire company off that idea. Many
intere · ting gift can be b ught there for
Valentine· Day, from techno lamp to
o er ~ i zed cards to "per onal ma sagers."
Homemade gifts like decorated
picture frame can be a little different,
e p cially when a more ri que photo is
placed in ide reported o mopolitan
magazine. "Ju t make ure that whate er you put in the frame is at an appropriate level for where you are in the
relationship " said the magazine.
Another homemade gift you could
give your sweetie are decorative oaps
made from upplie that can be purcha ed at any craft tore. Giver hould
beware the implication , however, if the
valentine think you are trying to tell
them that they stink or need to bower
more often. "Something like a ma age
bar for mY, hower is great and keeps
me mclling good," aid Jo h opely.
"N t that I tink or anything, I just like

to smell go d for my girl."
You pretty much can 't go wrong
but
with gi ing jewelry or ro
where' the excitem nt in that? Wouldn t you rather take a gamble and give
your Val ntine a fin ly er fted porcelain w. n (or cv n bctt r a cheap pla tic one you · found at a ga tati n)
and then lu k out with the r ward of
much coitus? • urc, it may not pan out
and you nny get snubb i in th way o f
lo ve but then.; 's alway n • t y ar,
right? And you sh uld I a e it at "try

Soaps are an interesting gift Just make sure
your swede doesn't think you re saying they
stink.

again next year". o one should try to
recoup on a gift as Horowitz said.
"After the whole puppy fia co ... He
bought me a cat Like there' a difference!" Hor witz added.

Hollywood marriage influence not so starry
xactly how big of an influence is
Hollywood marriage on young people?
Are celebrity relationships becoming a
template of our own relationships?
When these star-studded marriages
come crashing back down to Earth,
many are afraid the influence upon people who look to Hollywood stars as role
models may be greater than America
realizes.
"I'd have to say "template" is certainly too strong a word," Dr. Tracey
Steele, WSU Sociology Professor said.
"Do people look to famous individuals
(or couples) as role models for a variety
of their own behaviors and attitudes?
Sure. But there are a variety of far more
immediate influences that shape and
influence us," said Steele. "Our parents,
friends, and even television characters
all convey notions about what is "normal" in a relationship (rightly or
wrongly). Individual personalities also
help to put a unique stamp on our interpersonal relations," Steele added.
But with the recent break ups of
Hollywood's most beloved couples

w

w

including Tom CruL e and icole Kidman, Jennifer Ani ton and Brad Pitt and
J.Lo and everyone else, d e , that give
u an excu c to not earch for a long
la ting relationship?

"Clearly the media's obsession with Hollywood
romance distorts young
peoples' views of what is
normal or appropriate."
-William Mosier
"I think that's too easy an out and
doesn't give people enough credit,"
Steele said. "I really don't know too
many folks who expect Hollywood
marriages and relationships to last-despite the fact that they may be the
most beautiful and successful people in
the work-it's less about this than the
fact that we often view Hollywood personalities as vain, selfish and self-centered and therefore, less likely to sustain relationships in the first place. I'd
like to think we think and expect more

w.

the

good or exciting relation hips and have
to pay attention to that crap. They have
to live vicariou ly through them:·
So what' topping u all from gi ing up and dumping our ignificant others? If Brittney Spears can get married
and divorced and married whenever she
wants with no consequence why can't
we?
"People live by the seat of their
pants and don't necessarily look to
these relationships to emulate them, but
more as a barometer of how to gauge
our own," WSU's licensed family therapist, William Mosier said. "Clearly the
media's obsession with Hollywood
romance distorts young peoples' views
of what is normal or appropriate."
It is a sentiment many are similarly
feeling. "Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston's split reflects Hollywood and marBrad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston recently sepawell. That's all you hear, is who J
riage
rated after 4 years ofmarriage.
Lo is divorcing and all that all the
from 'real people,"' Steele added.
time," said student Jonathon Stamper.
Some students feel Hollywood
"They need to get their act together.
marriages are no comparison to normal
Among younger people, they see these
relationships. "I don't care about Brad
actors as role models and their going to
Pitt and Jennifer Aniston," said student
figure if they can do it, why can't
Alexis Drubert. "I think the only people they?"
who care are people who don't have
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"Phantom of the Opera" sings to the soul
Jessica Lander

the rafters of the theater, the music
. reinforces the strong, colorful scene
that is played before the audience. They
watch a the Paris Opera i rejuvenated
and are brought back to another time.
The dancing cene, "Masquerade," i a
trea. urc in particular with it brilliant
masks and co tumes and cenery. The
choru i powerful and makes for the
perfect compliment to uch a stunning
part of the film.
The Phantom, played by Gerard Butler, i. suppo. ed to be the mo. t magni ficcnt , inger in the production but
in tead lea cs much to be de 'ired. His
handsome features that arc not hidden
by the mask do little lo help make the
audience think of him a the vile monster he is uppo cd to be. Perhaps
Patrick Wil on h uld have been ca t a
the phantom in tead of Chri tine' lover
Raoul since his singing -wa ju t as bad
and appearance-wise he is much more
repulsive. His performance is rigid and
leaves much to be improved upon.

lander~u

There is nothing pooky about Joel
Schumacher' new film rendition of
"The Phantom of the Opera." However,
its mu ical brilliance will chill the audience to the bone. It's vi ual beauty and
ma terful inging make it one of thi
year' mu t-. ee film .
Thi film ver ion of the fam us
play t in Pari i uperb isually.
mmy Ro ·sum, an 18-ycar-old ri. ing
star, ·hincs as thl: play's heroine, hri tine. The young actress sings impressively and makes up for a lot or the
dra vbacks or her c - tars. he con incingly play th inn cent, rnl1 c young
that her father
girl who truly belie
has sent an angel to her to help her
learn the art of mu ic.
Visually, the film i ab olutely
captivating. From the moment the old
fallen chandelier rises back high into

Emmy Ross1m1 and Gerard B11tl.er star in die
11u1Scial, "Phantom ofthe Opera. "

Minnie Driver plays a convincing
diva and the opera's star, Carolotta. She
forever imprints the stereotype of the
loud Italian woman heard screaming
out her window after her bum hu band.
I enjoyed the humor her character
brought to the film, breaking up the
monotony and overly repetitious songs.
All together, the mo ie fall omewhat hort of being a complete ucces ,
but does beat back many of the problem that comes with making a mu ical
like "The Phantom of the Opera" into a
thing can ever compare to
movi .
actually itting in the thcatr , watching
th chandelier come crashing down
vcr your head, but chumachcr makes
it all worthwhile with the film's sculpted beauty. Put . tcrcotyp s f playsmad -mo ie a idc and enjoy the
power and vi ual art "The Phantom of
the Opera" has to offer. In the word
Raoul sings to Christine, "That's all I
ask of you"

lips to get more stereo bump for your buck
If you want your car stereo to be
heard, let's face it, it' not cheap.
Depending on the quality of system
you're after and whether or not you hit
a hot ale, increa ing the boom of your
car's audio is likely to run pretty high
according to Best Buy employee Mark
Sanders. However, here are ju t a few
tip to help you, the consumer, get the
mo t bump for your buck.
Every y tern need a CD player
like Pioneer' according to Sander .
"The thing that separates Pioneer from
the rest is that the same quality of tuner
is used in every model," said Matt
Turner, a Soundwaves employee.
XM Radio cost only $9.99 per
month with no contract according to
Sander.

satellite radio
-$79.99
Alpin 10 sub oofer
11

i

~

-$75.

Pioneer 6 1/in speaker

-$4 .99
P nason1c CD pl ye
-$85.49

~

~
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---------------------------------------------------------' · ~
A new set of speaker are needed
to replace a vehicle's factory models.
Infinity speakers, a brand not carried by
Best Buy, received Sanders' personal
recommendation. Circuit City doe
offer Infinity peakers. One 5 1/2" set

runs for about $60 according to their
website.
"If you want to make yourself heard
you 're going to need at least one subwoofer," aid Turner. Subs are usually
10'' or 12", but can also vary for a cus-

tom fit. A speaker box is needed to
support and house the subwoofers. At
Circuit City, an Alpine subwoofer runs
for about $75.99.
A cheap route for installation is to
self-install your system or have someone you know do it for you said student
David Fisher. "I usually install everything that I know how to so I can save
money," said Fisher, "For everything
else, I ask around to see if any of my
friends know how to put the rest in.
After that I'd pay the money to have it
done for me," added Fisher.
For tho e of you intere ted in turning up and turning out the decibel ,
watch the sale ads according to
Sanders. Best Buy, Circuit City,
Soundwaves and catalog retailer
Crutchfield run sale prices almost constantly. Keep out a watchful eye to
ensure you get the most "bump" for
your buck.
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Mixing liquor drinks not a hard endeavor
It wasn't long ago that Eminem
told u ..I ju t drank a fifth of Vodka;
dare me to drive? ' in his break-through
hit "My Name I ." I America
re ponding?
John Strahinich report on
www.bo tonherald.com that hard-liquor
ale are approaching record number .
Howe er Mike Hatfield, an a i tant
manag r of three year ti r the Win
W rk iqu r tore in pringfi ld ha'en a dramatic increa c in ale .
rail I'd ay ur 'al , have b n
pretty ·t ady''. aid Hatfi ld. "'January
was a ·I w m nth, but it u ' ually is" he
added.
lard liqu r i mor p tent and a
little hard r to wall w than mo t
liquor according to the Food and Drug
Admini tration. So what' the be t way
to join in the liquor craze that is weeping America? Mix it, baby!
If the low-money budget trends
among college students ha remained
consistent, they may not be able to
afford hard liquor; at least not as a primary source. The varieties of liquor
are endless. Vodka, rum, whiskey and
tequila are perhaps the more popular

choices in the college scene.
The price can vary as much as the
drinks do, depending on how much, the
taste and quality you're eeking. For
example, a 1.75 liter bottle of 80 Proof
Aristocrat vodka co t about $13.
From there up you re paying for the
name it eems. SmimoffNo.21 vodka
run about $23 per bottle, SKYY vodka
co t just over $30 a bottle, and Absolut, po sibly the highe t rated vodka,
co t more than 41. ach of which
are al o 80 proof.
Vodka i primarily u ed in drink
mixtur like crcwdri er (orange
juice and odka), Red ull nd Vi dka,
and ranberry Vi dka. For th se lo king for something a littl · different they
h uld try mi ing a ·uzzy ipplc
according t wcbtendcr.c m. Thi drink
includes vodka, peach chnapps, triple
·ec and orange juice. One favorite is
Jagcrmei ter. The green bottle cannot
be mistaken, porting a cross-framed by
'l buck' antler . Jagermeister, thanks
to the invention of the Jager Bomb
(Jager and Red Bull), has become the
favorite drink of many, both at bars and
parties.
"Jager is incredible," said Hatfield. Hatfield also said that it is one of
the most popular items sold.

One student shared the same opinion
of the hard liquor drink. "It's unique,
tastes good, and goes down easily,"
said student Travis Venable. "It is fun
to do them (Jager Bombs), especially

with a bunch of friends."
At 70 Proof, Jagermeister is in the
middle of the pack, as far as packing an

alcohol-filled punch. Nonetheless,
using its marketability to the fullest, a
1.75 liter bottle costing nearly $50,
while a 750 milliliter bottle runs about
$23 ..
Mixing hard liquor drinks can add
ome flavor to otherwise unsavory
liquors according to webtender.com.
Some popular types of liquor to mix
include whiskey, bourbon and rum.
Sales of these hard liquors have been
up lately according to the Ohio Diviion of Liquor Control.
Student may want to try mixing a
Bahama Mama a drink including
icardi Rum, lcm n juice, orange juic
pincappl juice, co onut rum, herry
Hecring and grenadine. A ording to
wcbct oder.com, n t only i. thi mi d
drink ta, ty, it al o "will how y u know
your tuff to all your guest ."
As always, student should
remember that when enjoying hard
liquor to remember to drink responsibly. "No one wants to hug the toilet the
hours after a night of fun," said webtender.com. "Don't pass your limit and
remember to never drive under the
effects of alcohol. Drink hard, but not
to land hard. Your body will thank you
later."

Disabilities do not hamper student goals
Are disabled students given proper
attention through the Office of Di ability Services? According to Holly
Brown-Wright at Di ability Service ,
tudent with disabilitie ar given the
ame choice a every other student.
'We set students up with jobs that have
to do with their major," Brown-Wright
said. "We have recently set up students
with jobs in the Technology Center
translating books into alternate format ."
"We've set up communication

majors with public relations jobs at
businesses that are helping people with
disabilities," she said. Disabled students
don't necessarily have to go into a field
that has to do with disabilities, though
according to Brown-Wright, many prefer to do ju t that.
Similar advice is echoed on the
Office of Di ability Service website.
"These services assist students with
physical and/or learning disabilities in
making career choices, and in the planning and development of their careers.
Opportunities also exist for students to
have variou work site experiences.
These method allow student to make

"We don't set students up
with janitorial work unless
it somehow ties into their
major."
-Holly Brown-Wright
realistic decisions about future careers
and ensure that the students are able to
meet the demands of their chosen occupations," reported the website.

ZLB Plasma Services

LARGE PLAIN CHEESE PIZZ&.
• NO LIMIT ON NUMBER OF PIZZAS

•ANY STYLE CRUST

only $69 9
Add toppings at $1.50 each

can help you get where you want to
go for Spring Break. When you donate
plasma at ZLB Plasma Services, you earn
extra income. We pay you generous
rewards each time you donate so it
won't be long before you'll have enough
for a memorable Spring Getaway.
Also, there's the great feeling you get
knowing your plasma donation is used to
develop products that save lives.
Feeling vvarrner already, right?

Foll DINllG ROOM, Plcx UP Oil DluvaY.
VAUD .., LAROSA's BIAvaallEK 0..Y.

Specials not volid with other
coupons, discounts or promotional offers. Limited delivery
oreo. Expires 6/31.J/05.
45

Delivery charge is additional. Please mention special when
ordering. (Coupon not necessary.) Offer locoied online.
Easy cx:cess by scrolling to the bOttom of the coupon list.
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ZLB BloServices, Inc.
(dba ZLB Plasma Services)
165 E. Helena Street
Dayton, OH 45404
(937) 224-1973

www.zlbplasma.c om
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Megan Purtell, a disabled student,
shared her experience and opinion of
the Office of Disability Services. "I feel
as though people who are disabled are
given fair job opportunities through
ODS. There are a number of student
employees who work for ODS who
have disabilities," she told me.
"I have considered employment at
ODS in the future. The reason I have
considered employment through them
is due to the fact that ODS doesn't see a
person for their disability. ODS also
sees us for our abilities, not our disabilities."
There are everal liberal students
who are not content but stand up and
claim that ODS simply shuffies all their
employees off to do janitorial work and
other such things that are merely busy
work or some other sentiment? "I do
not feel that people have disabilities are
not looked at as janitors per se. However, I do feel as though we are given
the lower titled jobs in society because
we are thought of as the lesser minority
in society," Purtell said.
Students are not forced into any
specific field unless it applies to their
major, according to Brown- Wright.
"We don't set students up with janitorial work unless it somehow ties into
their major," said Brown- Wright.
But all students are welcome to
come check everything out for themselves at a Career Fair for students with
disabilities on Mar. 9. The fair is open
to students and non-students with disabilities and will be held in the Student
Union from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
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Frisbie adding musical .flavor
to WSU campus
.
In the mid-80's Jason Frisbie, a
Cuban Refugee, built a trong drug
empire in Miami. Of cour e Frisbie
dealt with the hard hip of this type of
bu ine as Frisbie' power began to
grow o did hi ego and hi paranoia.
Actually, that' what happened to
~ ny Montana in "Scarface'', but Jas n
Fri bie is cool, t . In addition to planning a trip to Japan to teach kid , EngIi ·h (hi m jor), he Lo works in the
Writing enter and is a WW lJ DJ. I
recently asked •risbic what's "sup"
with hL cnd1.:avor ·.
"l' II tel I ya' wa ·. up with goiqg to
Japan to teach Engli ·h, I'v wanted to
tak part in the TESOL Japan Co-op
ever since I fir t beard of the opportunity in JPN 101 from a gue t speaker.
The experience sounded like a good
idea, more or less because every person
I ever talked to encouraged me to try
some form of exchange program. Also,
the idea of going to a place that
strays from the norm of studying
abroad in Europe was pretty intriguing.
My uncle, a pilot who had flown for
Japan Air, said that I would dig it. That
seems like reason enough. I would
jump off pretending to fly if my Uncle
Joe informed me that I would dig it.
Also, a ide from gaining some teaching
experience as and EFL (English as a
Foreign Language) teacher, I hope to
learn the intricate detail of Japan and
why there seems to be such a colorful

Jason Frisbie prepares some tracks before hosting his radio show on WWSU.
cultural trade-off now more than ever
between Japan and the U.S.,' Frisbie
aid.
"I wa drawn to being an English
major much like any other college student: I failed Chemistry and needed a
focus away from Biology. But eriously, I had plenty of encouragement to
read and write when I was growing up
and I slowly discovered that I wanted
to do something important as ociated
with English, being that it's the most
diplomatic language of our time."
"The Writing Center? I work
almost every day of the week with a
few scheduled appointments and some
walk-in from students at WSU whom

want a second opinion on any form of
writing. Essentially, it's called tutoring,
but, like most things associated with the
Liberal Arts (and ancient mysticism), it
goes a bit further beyond a title and is
hard to explain sometimes. It's a cooperative process that aids the client and
the staff worker in
strengthening writing for both parties. I'm a bit privileged to be of assistance to my peers while gaining a better
knowledge of the writing process for
myself in every session. I'm a bit
biased, but I believe that it is one of the
greatest utilitie on campus to assist
every
student scholastically. There are

often people in college whom believe a
five paragraph theme will make a winning paper, when they actually need to
adjust their concept of writing a college
paper in a very radical way. But
remember: we do not give the grades,
we are not purely editors, and we never
write so much a a entence of a paper
for any client. We all, imply put,
enjoy helping the writing process.''
But what about hi critically
acclaimed WW U show entitled "Pool
Party Radio"?
'Tm playing an upbeat, tream of
late 70' and early 80' punk, all ort ,
of ska ·urf rock, UWAR, ba ically th'
sort of mu ·ic that y u would hear nt a
pool party. I appar ntly find that this
pool party accompanying music is
important to cater to
Fairbonians all year round, including
winter, when there are usually no pool
parties, ironically. This show takes a
lot of love and I used to have one of
my best dudes for life, Jono, co-host
with me since the show's incarnation a
year ago. He's been busy lately.
though, and his effort has been replaced
by the astounding, charismatic and
physically attractive co-host, Tim
Death, whom is currently aiding me in
bringing the mosh to WWSU 106.9,
every Sunday from 5-7pm (Note: I can
be pretty shameless sometimes)."
Frisbie is also always seeking
vengeance and he is, in fact, a bad
enough dude to save the president from
ninjas.

Ohio job losses may pose problems for students
Jessica lander
lander.8@MV1t.eu

Ohio has sustained heavy job loss
blows in the past year, with 5,100 manufacturing job being lo tin the state.
Ohio' net los of all jobs between
2001 and 2004 wa 237,400 according
to the Dayton Daily News. What could
this mean for college students looking
for jobs in their fields? The market may
not be as open as when they went into
school to study their chosen field
according to the U.S. Department of
Labor.
Not only do students have the
worry of not finding a job after graduating, but they also have to start paying
off college loans. "As with any debt,
you are responsible for repaying your
loan --in full-- evyn if you did not (as
sometime happens) complete·school,
cannot find a job in your field of study,
or feel you did not receive the educational or other services you purchased,"
saidFFELP.
Here are some tips to help students
manage their money after graduation as
well as put up their best front when
entering the job market.
Managing your money
One very important tip for any stu-
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that should be avoided at all costs.
1. Arriving late for an interview
2. Indicating the reason for tardiness
is due to bad directions
3. Being inappropriately dressed and
disheveled
4. Slouching in a seat during the
interview
5. Not maintaining eye contact
6. No expres ing enthusiasm for the
potential job
7. Answering most questions with
"yes," or "no"
8. Badmouthing former bosses and
companies
9. Telling the potential employer that
they need to· make a certain salary
toward the beginning of the interview
· 10. Appearing desperate for a job-any job.

dent is to make sure they are keeping
track of their expense so that loan payments are made on time. "Know your
loan type and when interest is your
responsibility," said FFELP. Most students receive subsidized or unsubsidized Stafford loan according to the
Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA) web ite. Subsidized loans
have the interest paid off while a student is in college by the government
while unsubsidized loans require payments for interest to be paid by the student. Interest rates vary, with a cap on
loans set at 8.25 percent, according to
FAFSA.
"Develop a budget. Begin with
estimating both your starting salary and
your living expenses.," suggested
FFELP.
If students find themselves struggling to make payments, they can
request for an extended repaymt!nt
schedule with FFELP. This only qualifies ''new borrowers" who have no outstanding principal or interest payments
as of Oct. 1998 according to FFELP.

Important Interview Etiquette
There are a few pointers all students should know before going to any
interview, according to searchconsultants.com. When going to an interview,
a person should bring extra copies of
resumes and reference.lists. "Also, be
sure that your references expect phone
calls or other inquiries about your job
search," reported the website.
"Before answering a question take
time to pause and plan an adequate

Avoid deadly interview mistakes
According to the Washington Post,
there are several mistakes commonly
made when interviewing with a potential employer. Below are some mistakes
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response to the que tion," aid earchconsultants.com. "Try not to fill
silences with nervous responses."
Students should remember to pre ent themselves in the best light possible. An interview requires more than
ju t a nice suit an updated resume,
according to job ahead.com. "Remember you are actually selling an entire
package and the packaging, in this case,
is as relevant as the product inside,"
said jobs ahead.com. "Ultimately you
are presenting yourself as a valuable
professional to a new job environment."
An important way to close any
interview is to shake hands with the
interviewer and thank them for their
time and consideration. A practice
which is being very well received in the
job market is also to have a written
thank you note ready for the potential
employer and have it emailed to them
so that they will receive it after the
interview, said consultant.com.
Students need to be prepared for
both potential jobs as well as the financial responsibilities that will follow
them when entering the job market.
"Remembering that you are supposed
to be a responsible adult ready for what
the future has in store is the ultimate
key to success in a world that is unpredictable," said FFELP.
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Raiders break losing streak with win over Butler
the game with a 10-4 run.
"I was very proud of the way our
guys played in the second half," said
head coach Paul Biancardi.
Men's ba ketball is 11-12 after a
The coach pointed to two stati tics
close win over and losing two games to
that hampered the Raiders in the lo s:
Wi consin-Milwaukee and Loyola last
mi ed free throws (WSU was 21 of
week.
Wedne day night the Raiders host- 34) and turnovers (14).
"When we hoot 55 percent from
ed league-leading Wi consin-Milwauthe field, we hould be winning
k for one of their bigge t game of
games, ' aid Biancardi.
the eason.
William led the Raider with 17
Th Raiders hot a olid 61 perpoints and eight rebounds while · vcrctt
cent from the field in the fir t half, but
p nc r had 15 point and Wood had
the high-powered Panther offen , after
12.
shooting ix of 13 from three point
McCants led all corers with 24
range, went into break with a 43-35
points.
lead.
The Raiders next challenge wa a
Wright State's woes continued into
Saturday afternoon visit from Loyola.
the second half as the Panthers extendThe game was similar to the
ed their lead to 15 points. The Raiders
teams earlier season meeting. Nothing
needed an answer and they got one in
seemed to be going right for the
the form of a 22-5 run led by DaShaun
·
Wood. The point guard scored seven of Raiders.
· After being up 9-5 early, the Ramthose 22 that put the Raiders up 60-58.
blers rallied and went up 12-9. Each
It was apparent the Raiders used
up most of their energy overcoming the team went on a run and the score stood
at 30-28 Loyola at half. The game was
deficit. The next five points were
still within reach for WSU, but it
scored by the Phoenix' Ed Mccants
wouldn't be for long.
and Milwaukee never looked back.
The second half saw the Ramblers
The closest the WSU came wa
69-66 with just under three minutes left outscore the Raiders 44-29. Whenever
Wright State looked to be making a
in regulation after Zach Williams hit
run, Loyola had an answer in the form
two free throws. Milwaukee an wered
of a big basket or a stop on defense.
with a three-pointer and fini hed out

Burleson and Wood each had 12 in the
loss.
Monday the Raiders took on the
Butler Bulldogs. Amid a three game
losing streak, the Raiders were desperate for a win and that is exactly what
they got.
After the fir t half ended in a tie,
WSU and Butler battled back and forth
during the ec nd half. Butler to k a
ven point lead with 6:25 left in the
game, but th Raider. led by William
battled back t tic the game with 1:36
t play. It wa William who cored the
go ahead bucket with under a minute to
play and the Raider controlled the
Bulldogs for the remaining time.
Williams led the Raiders with an
impressive 21 points, 13 of which came
in the second half. Wood added 15
while Boyd put up 10.
The Raiders now find themselve
at 11-12 overall and 6-6 in the Horizon
League. Milwaukee and Green Bay sit
alone atop the standings at 10-2 and 9-3
respectively in conference play. UIC,
Wright State, each sit at .500 in conference play and will likely fight for the
all important third seed. With games
against UIC, Detroit, and UW-Green
Bay remaining the Raiders have the
chance to shake up the Horizon League
standings and position them elve for a
good run in the League tournament.

Soplwnwre Z-akee Boyd elevates for a jump
hot against Loyola
Zakee Boyd led the men on
offense scoring 21 point . Drew

Wisconsin teams give Lady Raiders all kinds of trouble
• Losses drop
WSU into fourth
in the league
~Heir

~

The Wright State Lad)' Raiders
basketball team hosted a pair of games
at the Nutter Center this past week, and
came up short both times.
Both of the teams the ladies played
were from Wisconsin and proved to be
troublesome for the Raiders. Wright
State lost both of their contests and
dropped their Horizon league record to
6-5 and their overall record to 12-10.
Wright State is now fourth in the conference standings.
A game against UW-Milwaukee
kicked off the rough week as the Panthers defeated Wright State in a close
57-53 match.
The Raiders' only lead of the night
came at the beginning of the game
when Brittney Whiteside hit a pair of
free-throws to put Wright State up 2-0.
After that, the Raiders were never able
to regain the lead. They did, however,
w

w

Sophomore Brittney Whiteside looks inside during last weeks game vs UW-Green Bay
tie the game up four times in the first
Wright Sate was able to pull to
half, in~luding a last second shot by
within one of the Panthers' lead, but
Whitney Lewis at the end of the first
were never able to even tie the game up
half that put the teams on an even playat any point. UW-Milwaukee was finaling surface with the score at 27-27 at
ly able to seal up the victory in the final
the half.
minute of the game on a breakaway
But the Raiders simply played
lay-up and four free throws.
catch up for the remainder of the game
Both Whiteside and Lewis posted
after UW-Milwaukee's Megan Rogers
a double-double during the game with
opened the second half with an 8-Z run
Whiteside having 13 points and 10
to make it a 35-29 ballgame.
rebounds, while Lewis had 11 points
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and 13 rl':bound . .
Things ~ rcn t nearly a ex iting
on aturday though when the ladi s
were defeated 73-46 again ~ t UW-Green
Bay, a team that is currently 20-2 overall and is leading the Horizon League
standing .
Wright State jumped out to a quick
6-5 lead, but quickly allowed the
Phoenix to go on an 18-6 run. After
that, the closest the Raiders were able
to come within the lead was nine
points.
During the second half the
Phoenix just slowly kept giving themselves a larger and larger lead until
finally they ended up with a 27 point
victory over the Lady Raiders.
For the game Green Bay was 8-20
from three-point land versus the 2-15
that Wright State shot. In addition to
that the Phoenix dominated in rebounds
41-27.
For the game Jeanette Woodberry
had 14 points, while Lewis had nine
and Whiteside had eight points to go
along with her seven rebounds.
The ladies next game is Wednesday at Youngstown, where they hope to
turn around their luck against a struggling Penguins squad whose 3-8 record
in conference play has them in eighth
place 4t the Horizon League standings.

com

Athletes recognized for work in the classroom
With how competitive college
port have become in recent years 1t is
ometimes hard to remember why the
athlete are really uppo e to be in
chool: to get an education.
However, Wright State' athletic
department ha not forgotten thi reaon, and they howcd their appreciation
to the chool' hardworking athl te on
aturday during the halftime of the
men' ba, ketball contc t.
., 'c are proud of our athlete '
aid Judy hiver academic advi or
and nior W man Admim trator for
ri ht tate. 'W ') in ' in r at ath1 t that tudy ry hard and ar II
ab ut hool.'
early 170 athlet and train r
w re re ogniz1,;d. Th tud nt were
brought on the court wher they had
their name and intended major
announced. In addition to that, ome
professors were also recognized for
having a major impact on the life of
one or more of the . tudent athletes.
ince Chiver began working for
Wright State in 2000, the athlete ' average GPA ha consistently been around a
3.0. There has been little fluctuation but
the average has never dipped below a
3.0 in her time here. In the pa t year.
the average GPA of tudent athletes at
Wright State has been a 3.04.
With the overall high grade point
average among all the athlete , it
hould come as no surpri e the high
number of athletes that were recognized
at the event. There ha usually been
around 160 athlete honored in past

their sport .is in session. Thi is the
opposite of what many people believe.
Team receiving any kind of
national recognition from the NCAA
'for their academic excellence depend
on the team' overall GPA. The chool
can ubmit the team' grade to the
NCAA and if they meet certain requirement and tandards, the team then
receive recognition from the NCAA
for their perfi rmance.

Conference Overall

Men's Basketball

"We bring in great athlete
that study very hard and are
all about
- s. t.

i

~·c/100/.

'

till >fie~· Director for Academi · and Senior Woman

UW-M ilwaukee

10-2

17-5

UW-Grc n Bay

9-3

16-6

lJI '

5-5

10-10

W1 i ht t te

5-6

10-12

le eland

tate

-11

G)

55

---11111~

,___~~~~~~~~~~~--' ~

Junior TrllLy Ro ·ner is gn•en her academic
adtievement award by Athletics Director, Dr.
Cusack at lralfiime ofd1e Men's basketball
game.
years so thi year's 170 athlete was
even a little high compared to the
school's prior standards.
During the first quarter of the
2004-2005 school year, the women's
swim team posted the highest overall
GPA a a team, but Chivers aid that
that statistic usually changes everal
time during the year.
"It usually rotates depending on
wliat quarter it i ," Chivers said. She
al o went on to say that many of the
athletes' GPAs u ually go up while

In addition to the e ent that took
place on Saturday, the school will also
honor certain tudents again during the
summer. For tudent athletes that posted an accumulative GPA of 3 .25 or
higher, Wright State invites them to a
ports banquet that i held in June.
There, the students once again honored
for their performance in the classroom.
Although athletes are usually profiled as students that are just in college
to play a sport, the athletes at Wright
State have shown that is not the case
for many of them. They are in chool
for the same rea on as e eryone else,
and Wright State has tipped their hats
to them for their hard work in both the
cla sroom and on the playing field.

Detroit

5-6

8-13

Loyola

5-7

7-15

Butler

4-6

9-11

Youngstown State

2-9

4-17

Women's Basketball

Teams ready to defend Horizon
League titles in two weeks

UW-Green Bay

11-0

20-2

UW-Milwaukee

8-3

11-10

UIC

8-3

11-11

Wright State

6-5

12-10

Butler

4-6

10-11

3-7

6-15

Youngstown State

3-8

9-13

Detroit

3-8

6-16

2-8

3-1

oyola
Your desig11 or mme!

The men's and women· swimming and diving team fini hed out
their regular seasons with victories in
three contests last Friday.
The meet, hosted by Cleveland
State and featuring Youngstown State,
was the final tune-up before the conference championships to be held Feb. 2326.
While the men competed only
against CSU, the women swam against
both schools at the Busbey Natatorium.
The men won by a very slim margin over CSU 122-119. For the meet,
the Raiders had victories in eight of 13
events. The teams were tied going into
the final event, the 400-yard freestyle
relay. WSU's team of Elvis Cirikovic,
Dejan Antolic, Kevin Shields and Alex
Dolgov pulled out the victory over the
Vikings by .37 seconds.
Cirikovic, a junior from Ljubljana,
Slovenia, also recorded two individual
victories in the SO and 100-yard
freestyle events, in times of 20.93 and
45.67 respectively. Antolic, Dolgov,

w

w

Scott Lang and Rafael Candido each
had single individual victorie, a well.
The women performed nearly
identically against both CSU and YSU,
winning ix of 13 events in each conte l. The Raiders battled to cores of
142-81 over CSU and 150-85 over
Youngstown State.
Sophomore Tina Pandza of Velenje, Slovenia, won both the 200 and
500-yard freestyle events in times of
1:55.67 and 5:07.48 respectively. Amy
Cron, Brittany Czoch, Svetlana
Nepocatych and Jessica Weidert each
won singles while both of the relay
teams swam to victory for the women.
With the regular season over, the
Raider men finished at 9-2 while the
women weren't far behind at 7-4 after a
strong finish.
The teams will now gear up for
the Horizon League Championships in
Brown Deer, Wis.
Both squads have a lot to live up
to as both are the defending champions.
Adding to the difficulty is that fact that
the men have no divers competing this
season. That means when they jump in
the pool in Brown Deer, they'll already
be spotting the rest of the HL 32 points.
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Did you get a 1400 on the SAT?
Never thought that you'd use your test
scores? Now's your chance! We've got the
best part time job you'll ever have! Teach
our SAT and ACT classes. Pay starts at
$15/hr. Apply online:
www.princetonreview.com/
emp 1oyment
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Women's Track has solid showing at Cedarville Invite
Simmons leads Raiders to second place in the team standings
The women's track team fini hed
2nd place after a olid all-around performance at the fir t inaugural
edarville Invitational at Doden Field
hou e on Friday evening.
Led by fre hman a anav immon ' all around.effort individually in
th 400 meter I t), 200 meter (3rd),
and as a part of the winning 4x400
meter relay th w men ' C red 10 .5
p int to fini h only behind h t
cdarvillc ( 154.5), the b . t fini 'h in the
pr gram' ' fiv year hi t ry.
"I wa very tired," aid immon
of her 400 m ter effi rt. "I felt like I
wanted to top but I knew I had to keep
going."
Jen Williamson was the only other
individual 1st place finisher for the
ladies. Her time of 8.87 was tops in the
55-meter hurdles.
"That was my fir t first-place fini h, o I was really excited about that. I
had a bad start, had to catch a girl and I
ended up winning, ' aid William on of
her performance.
A number of athletes finished second for the Raiders.
Jill Britton continued a solid sea-

on finishing second in the pole vault
after clearing 10'.
Marie McVetta finished econd in
the mile with a 5: 19 .53 after leading
mo t of the race and being caught in
the final lap.
Said McVetta "I felt pretty good
but I don t think I raced it very well."

"l thought we did fairly
well. We had quite a few
per. onal be. t • "

best time of 19:32. Teammate Megan
Feasel wasn't far behind with a 19:57,
good for third.
Senior Ashlie Jetikins qualified
and fini bed in 4th place in the 55meter da h (7.45) ecorid while also
finishing 5th in the 200-meter da h
(27 .10) econd .
The women capped off the
evening with a victory in the 4x400 in a
time of 4: 13 . That team featured Franci , McYetta, Simmons and Reinhard.

Head coach Bob Schul was
pleased with the ladies' performance
saying, "I thought we did fairly well.
We had quite a few per onal bests."
The Raider will next travel to the
All-Ohio meet at the University of
Akron on Saturday where they will
compete with some of the top talent in
the tate. With more and more of the
athletes returning from injury each
week, the team hould only get tronger
a the

-Head Coach, Bob Schul

Men's Basketball:
The ophomorc lo t her race to
Christina Reyes of Cedarville. Reyes
was also able to beat out senior Leslie
Reinhard in the final lap of the 800
meter run. Reinhard finished the ·race
in 2nd with a 2:24.68 while her teammate Melissa Danzer finished 4th in
2:32.66.
Stephanie Francis fini bed just
behind Simmons in the 400 to gamer
second place. The duo's times were
60.13 and 61.55 .
Freshman Christina Hill took second in the 5000 meters with a personal

10 Thursday at Detroit

Women's Basketball:
9 Wednesday at Youngstown State
12 Saturday at UIC

Women's Tennis:
11 Friday at Eastern Kentucky

Indoor Track:
12 Saturday at All-Ohio Championships

University Orthopaedics
& Sports Medicine
A Department of Wright State Univer ity and
Univer ity Medical Service A ciation, Inc.
Lynn A. Crosby, MD
Ro aid Lakatos, MD
Richard T. Laughlin, MD
Matthew W. Lawless, MD
Michael J. Prayson, MD
Corey B. Russell, DPM

Specializing in:
Adult Reconstruction

Spine

Total Hip and Knee Replacement
Arthroscop ic Surgery

Fractures
Correction of Spine Deformities
Lower Back Pain

Shoulder and Elbow
Total Shoulder Arthroplasty
Rotator Cuff Disorder.
Complicated Shoulder Problem

Sports Medicine and
General Orthopaedics

Foot and Ankle

Podiatry

Reconstruction Fractures
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Spring Break
**# 1 Spring Break Web ite! Lowest
prices guarante d. Free Meals & Free
Drinki:. Book 11 people, get 12th trip
free! Group discounts for 6+
www. pringBrcakDiscounts.com or

0-83 -8202

Spring Break 200S Challenge ... find
ab •tt r price! Lowe t price specials!
Fr ' m •als! Nt vemb r 6th d adlin •!
l!

Announcetne nt

Valentine's Day Messages

$450 Group Fundraiser Scheduling
Bonus. 4 h urs of your group':-; time
PLUS our free (yes, free) fundraising
olution EQU LS $1,0 0-$2,000 in
earnings for •our group. Call TODAY
for a $450 b nu when r u schedule
our non-sale fundrai er with
Campu undraiscr. Contact
Campu ·undrah>er, (888) 923-3238, or
vi it www.campu fundrai r. om

Happy Valentine's Day Brad!
I love You!
Stacey
HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY JACOB!!!

A BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE! 5 Da From
$299! Includes Meal , Port Taxe ,
Exclusive Beach Partie With 20+ Of
Your Favorite TV Celebritie A Seen
On Real World, Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beache:s, Nightlife! Ethic Award
'\Tinning Company! www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-63 6
1

Spring Break Specials! Panama City
& Daytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parties
$159! Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco, Nassau $499 Including Air! Bahamas
Cruise $299!
www.springbreaktravel.com

"Workout" - Nature of the Job,
Growth
Get fit. Get paid.
For part-time Package Handlers at
FedEx Ground, it's like a paid workout. The work's demanding, but the
rewards are big. Come join our team ,
get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance and break a sweat with the
nation's package delivery leader.

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS
Quolif1cotions ·
• 18 y ors or older
uble lo lift 50 lbs
• Must
• Ability to load, unload,
and sort packog 5

igma Jpha I. . ambda, nat'J I ad rking
ship & honor organization i
tud nt to b gin a loc I campu
king motiv t d
chapt r. W ar .
tudent to erv a founding officer .
3.0+ gp req.
contact: rmine a salhonors.org

Help

The Guardian I 15

• Port-time, S.day we k
• $9.25/hr. to start,
scheduled raises

Apply in p r on at:
F dEx Ground
7920 Center Point 70 Blvd.
Hub r H lght , OH 45424

s

lo apply

anted

ATHLETIC and OUTGOING
Looking for 3 people to learn my
health and wellnes busine for customer relations and training. Sharp
image a must. Will train.
(937) 66-5479

Ground

Getting married? W uld you like your
wedding on DVD? Call Creative Video
Solutions for information on our
affordable packages, tarting at $250.
Phone: (937) 233- 724

FREE! "'******"'**The Guardian every

Wednesday Afternoon!

Part-time child care provider needed
in Centerville for 9 year old child
before school. 5:45am - 7:45am (T-F)
includ driving child to school. Mu t
have excellent reference~, car, and dean
driving record. Call Dr. Carla Hightower at (937)28S-0709

SPECIAL

FROM

22.9511
We Deliver! I

JUST

1-800-678-6386
# 1 Spring Break Vacation ! Cancun,
Jamaica, Acapulco, B hama , Florida.
Be ·t Price ! Book Now!!!
1- 00-234-7007
\VlVW.endlesssummertours.com

0NL Y

2

MILES SOUTH OF

THE NUTTER CENTER &

Falifleld Commons Wlall

WWW. THEGUARDIANONLINE.COM

FLOlllST'
2173 N. Fairfield Road

NOW SERVING
PIZZA!

1178 Kauffman Ave.
Fairborn, OH 4532
878-4289

M-Th: 9c:m-11 pm
F: 9c:m-MidnkJht
Sat 1 lc:m-MidnkJht
Sun: Hoon-10pm
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To better ~.:::.•,..•.:::. ..........

can
r parki g pennit

Don't stand in 1ne,
Ord

Online!

Check it ut!

rox.wright.edu

